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LegendÂ meetsÂ The GiverÂ in the harrowing second installment of The New World Series by

Jennifer Wilson.After Phoenix, a 17-year-old orphan rogue, sacrifices herself for her loved ones, her

world again takes an unexpected turn. She may have forgotten her past, but it hasn&apos;t

forgotten her. A war is coming and her role in it will be pivotal.That is... if she survives.The highly

anticipated sequel to the  Bestseller New World Rising, Ashes delves deep into the twisted world of

the Sanctuary, weaving a tale of torture, secrets, revolution and revenge."The New World series is

definitely one of the best dystopia reads that I&apos;ve come across in a long time!"- Taylor Knight

of Biblio Gathering"Intense, Epic and Brutal but with romance and action, Phoenix and Triven are

two tough individuals. Bring on the REVOLUTION."- Kim HansenÂ 
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Wow. I have literally just finished Ashes and I don't even know what to say.I read this book series so



that I could meet another author at Bookcon this year. But this was not the average book I was

expecting to read- this is probably one of my favorite ongoing series now!Although there are a

number of grammar/spelling mistakes that I noticed, the story was good enough that I honestly

didn't care. Everyone's human and everyone makes mistakes so who cares in the end?Phoenix's

story is one that is a lot more unique than it seems. At first it seems to be a decent YA dystopia, but

by the end of Ashes it is so much more. There were no characters that I didn't like for how they were

written, which is something that often ruins books for me.I am extremely excited to meet Jennifer

Wilson and if I get an arc of Inferno i will be sure to review it asap!

Jennifer Wilson has done it again! She managed to decimate my heart, then piece it back together

again. ASHES picks up where RISING left off, with our scrappy heroine Phoenix in the clutches of

The Sanctuary. In order to survive and protect those she loves, she must endure physical and

psychological torture at the hands of The Minister. In the pages of ASHES, Wilson takes us on a

harrowing journey through her unique dystopian universe. We see it all through the eyes of a young

woman who has been pushed to the very edge and is clinging to sanity by her fingernails. We feel

everything she feels. Hate. Love. Fear. Rage. Desire. Loneliness. Hope. Phoenix is the epitome of

humanity. She is everything one could want in a hero. I cannot wait to dive back into her story in

INFERNO. Thank you, Jennifer, for a dizzyingly beautiful and utterly devastating book!

The book picks up right where book one left off. The amazing plot line continues unraveling secrets

and twists. It held my attention very well and I didn't want to put it down. Overall, very well written

and I had to pre order book three.

ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a really good book, and I will recommend it over and over again to everyone! It still holds

on to that strong female protagonist, but as every protagonist she met the Ã¢Â€ÂœwallÃ¢Â€Â• in this

book and I have no doubt sheÃ¢Â€Â™ll rise from this. She shows more of her maternal sides in this

book and I loved that, it kind of showed this emotional side about her that we havenÃ¢Â€Â™t seen

much of yet. I also love the Ã¢Â€ÂœnewÃ¢Â€Â• villain, heÃ¢Â€Â™s so scary.

This is a great series for young and old adults. The growth of our heroine mentally and physically

keeps us wondering how this will end up. Having learned to care has placed her in a difficult

position. Cant wait to see if she will be the one to unite the groups.



I couldn't wait for the physical copy to make it's way over here so I downloaded the digital format as

well. I read the second volume faster than the first. Finished it in less than a day and all I want to do

is keep reading. As a couple people pointed out, this doesn't feel like the middle novel. It's still

exciting, and keeps you wanting more, managing to even further develop the existing characters

while letting new ones in. I love how into Tartarus this story goes. Everything about constructing a

new world was thought of and conveyed wonderfully. Your imagination astonishes me, Jen! Well

done, can't wait for Inferno!

Absolutely enjoying this day paced very interesting ride in Phoenix's world! I hope the next book is

out very soon

There is so much depth and intrigue in this series! I am so excited I found it and this wonderful

dystopian world.
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